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         Get the PDF guide! 

       


       













            
            

            
            
              



                


            
              
              
                

                  Itineraries




                  
                  Rome: itineraries for everyone

                  Discover Rome through our guide by choosing one of the proposed tourist itineraries.


                

              

              
            







    


            
              
              
                

                  Guides




                  
                  The charm of the capital

                  Rome is a marvelous city, unique to the world, a crossroads of diverse people and souls, Caput Mundi, splendid and incomparable, imperial and baroque, worldly and at the same time ordinary.
In the shadow of its palaces in the enchanting atmosphere of its piazzas, the frenzy of the capital dissolves, opening the doors to a moving and charming place, the child of a centuries-old culture and a tradition of hospitality that has made Rome one of the most sought-after tourist destinations in the world.


                

              

              
            







    


            
              
              
                

                  Food




                  
                  Eating And Drinking in Rome

                  Simple, with strong flavors, overflowing with dressings and anything but low-calorie. Perhaps a little unrefined but this contributes to its authentic, genuine style. Traditional Roman cooking is made up of simple, meager ingredients, that follow the seasons and which are therefore extremely fresh.


                

              

              
            







    


            
              
              
                

                  Guides




                  
                  Rome: a virtual trip

                  It is often said that a lifetime is not enough to get to know Rome. At Nozio.com we fully agree with this statement: seeing its most important monuments, visiting its museums, walking along its streets, you can only get a vague idea about this complex city. For this reason, we have decided to offer you a trip to Rome that is not a classical itinerary: Ours will be a virtual itinerary to discover Rome through the eyes of artists and intellectuals that have loved, played and represented this city.


                

              

              
            







    

              

              

              

            

            

            

             




  


  







          
            
            
            
              
                              

                

            


              
Dharma Boutique Hotel & Spa

               Roma

              
                 www.dharmagroup.it/hotel/dharma-boutique/
              

            

           

          



    


          
            
            
            
              
                              

                

            


              
Dharma Luxury Hotel

               Roma

              
                 www.dharmagroup.it/hotel/dharma-luxury/
              

            

           

          



    


          
            
            
            
              
                              

                

            


              
Dharma Style Hotel & Spa

               Roma

              
                 www.dharmagroup.it/hotel/dharma-style/
              

            

           

          



    


          
            
            
            
              
                              

                

            


              
Hotel Golden

               Roma

              
                 www.hotelgoldenrome.com
              

            

           

          



    


          
            
            
            
              
                              

                

            


              
Hotel Portoghesi

               Roma

              
                 www.hotelportoghesiroma.it
              

            

           

          



    


          
            
            
            
              
                              

                

            


              Guest-house
Suite Sistina

               Roma

              
                 www.suitesistina.com
              

            

           

          



    


          
            
            
            
              
                              

                            


              
Hotel Mimosa

               Roma

              
                 www.hotelmimosa.net
              

            

           

          



    


          
            
            
            
              
                              

                            


              B&B
Il giardino dell'Eden

               Roma

              
                 maximrix.wixsite.com/ilgiardinodelleden 
              

            

           

          



    


          
            
            
            
              
                              

                            


              Residence
Cappuccino Apartments & B&B

               Roma

              
                 www.cappuccinoapartments.com
              

            

           

          



    


          
            
            
            
              
                              

                            


              Guest-house
Casa de' Coronari

               Roma

              
                 www.casadecoronari.com
              

            

           

          



    


          
            
            
            
              
                              

                            


              
Hotel Des Epoques

               Roma

              
                 www.desepoqueshotel.com
              

            

           

          



    


          
            
            
            
              
                              

                            


              
Hotel Le Clarisse

               Roma

              
                 www.leclarissepantheon.com
              

            

           

          



    




  
  








      

    






        
            


            

        










  






  
  

    
      
        

          

          

Hotelier?




ADD YOUR PROPERTY

Why rely only on OTAs to get booked?

More info 

 
              

STAY UPDATED

Subscribe to the Nozio.biz newsletter dedicated to hoteliers

Subscribe
Subscribe








          



          


          
              
Traveller?

             


FIND AND BOOK

SAVE YOUR MONEY WITH #NOZIO PROMO CODE!

More info 




STAY UPDATED

Subscribe to the Nozio.com newsletter dedicated to travelers

Subscribe
Subscribe


 





          



          



           

               redazione@nozio.com

              
              
              
              
              



            


          
              Nozio provides a direct and transparent link between hoteliers and travellers, adding value to travel day after day.



Endorsing an economically sustainable tourism industry allows all revenue from stays to benefit the territory and therefore the local community which, by having access to increased resources, can ensure better service and lower cost to the advantage of travelers.
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